
Top Geometric Things to Help on the SOL Test  

Top Common Sense Things to Help on an SOL Test  

1. Angles:  

a) Acute (<90°), Right (=90°), Obtuse(>90°, <180°) 

b) In general:   Obtuse angle + Acute Angle = 180° 

c) In general:   Two Obtuse or two Acute Angles; set equal 

d) Complementary (=90°), Supplementary (=180°) 

e) One angle is never equal to 180° 

2. Triangles:   

a) 3 angles in triangle sum to 180° 

b) Pythagorean Theorem (a² + b² = c²) 

c) Sum of any two sides must be > third side 

d) Large – Small < Third Side < Large + Small 

e) Largest side is opposite largest angle (and so on) 

f) Smallest angle is opposite the smallest side (and so on) 

g) Special case right triangles (90-45-45:  2;  30-60-90:  3) 

3. Circles: 

a) Once around the circle (or any point) = 360° 

b) Diameter cuts circle in half (2 - 180° sections) 

c) Diameter = 2 · radius (dis² = rise² + run²) 

d) Diameter midpoint is circle center 

4. Polygons: 

a) Interior angle + exterior angle = 180°   (Linear pairs) 

b) Sum of Interior angles = (n-2) * 180° 

c) Sum of Exterior angles = 360° 

d) Sides, n = 360/(exterior angle) 

e) Only 3 regular figures tessellate (triangle, square, hexagon) 

5. Parallel – slope same; Perpendicular – flip and negate slope 

   slope = rise / run (graph the points and form right triangle) 

6. Constructions – equal distance (from point or from sides of angles) 

1. Take your time; (when you’re done you have to go back to class) 

2. Eliminate Wrong answers first; Mark off (with x-out tool) impossible answers 

3. Use scratch paper, graph paper and all tools in the software 

a) Graph all answer coordinates (points) 

b) Use the corner of the computer ruler as a 90° angle 

4. Most figures are drawn to scale (unless noted on test) 

a) Measure the given figure with the computer ruler 

b) Compare what segment you are looking for to the given 

c) Eliminate any answers that don’t make sense 

5. Plug all answers in (for an x= question); solve backwards 

6. Use Logic (make sure the answer you choose makes sense) 



SOL Formulas to Memorize (adapted from Henrico Co) 

Coordinate Formulas: Conditional Statements: 

Converse:            flip (change order) 

Inverse:                negate (insert nots) 

Contrapositive:   flip & negate 

         (change order and insert nots)                      x2 + x1      y2 + y1 
midpoint =  ----------  , ----------  
                         2               2      
                      
distance =   √ (x2 - x1)² + (y2 - y1)² 

Circles: 

Similar Shapes: 

Triangles: 

Central  = arc Inscribed = ½arc 

Interior = ½(arc a + b) Exterior = ½(arc FA - NA) 

FA is far arc 

NA is near arc 

Inside Segments 

(a)(b) = (c)(d) 

Part(other part) = PoP 

Outside Segments 

(a)(a+b) = (c)(c+d) 

out(whole) = OW 

 1 +  2 =  3 

Sum remote Int = Ext 

largest   opposite largest side 

Trigonometry:   SOH CAH TOA 

I 

E 

 Side      Side 
------- = ---------       (Cross multiply) 
 Side      Side 

 small shape    
 
  big shape       

sum of all int ’s = (n-2)180 

sum of all ext ’s = 360 

sides, n = 360 / Ext  

Int  + Ext  = 180 (linear pair) 

Polygons: 

              y2 - y1             rise      
slope = ---------    =   --------- 
              x2 - x1              run 

b 

a 
FA 

NA 

ON FORMULA SHEET NOW! 

Lg – Sm < 3rd side < Lg + Sm 

Sides:  Sm + Md > Lg 

Variable on top: 

  

Variable on bottom: 

 

 

Variable is angle:  

𝒙 = 𝒃𝒐𝒕𝒕𝒐𝒎 𝑻𝒓𝒊𝒈𝑭𝒏𝒄(𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒍𝒆) 

𝒙 =
𝒕𝒐𝒑

𝑻𝒓𝒊𝒈𝑭𝒏𝒄(𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒍𝒆) 
 

𝒙 = 𝑻𝒓𝒊𝒈𝑭𝒏𝒄−𝟏  
𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆

𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆
 


